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need.ed.to repair the rust
d.amage ca used.by years of
neg lect. Aboae, the fro nt end
was particularly ba d. Below,
nearly the re. The hod.y work
wastotallg rebuilt

Here he tells us how he did it
IINE 1979 I shall never
forget. When you work in
the trade it is almost a
weekly occurrence that

someone will walk in and
either offer vou, or put you in
touch with,.avehicle which
might be of interest.

I had restored for customers
over the past 15 years such
cars as XKs,Astons, MGs and
Rolls-Royces of all ages plus

some Forties and Fifties bread
andbutter'hacks', and had
been looking for some time for
a rag top to accommodate my
6ft 1in frame, wife and two
young ones. I reasoned that ifI
was going to spend a sizeable
chunk of my spare time doing
what I do for a living then I
would have to have something
a little different to warrant the
investment of time and money

to satisff my ultimate aim -that of a good, near concours
usable roadster. So when this
man walked in and said his car
was an'ex-works' Rootes
SunbeamAlpine with one of
the famous'VC' registrations,
my ears pricked up. Yes, it had
beenvirtually rebodied and all
the welding was done. It had
been offthe road since 1973.
He'd got all the bills. The

engine hadbeen overhauled by
the lads in the toolroom at RR
Bristol, etc, etc.

Viewing the rolling shell for
the first time, devoid of glass,
trim and tread on all four ty,res,
my firstreaction was to walk
30 feet in the opposite
direction but, turning to take a
last glance before opening the
gate,I hadthis almost
silhouette-like view of those
beautiful fins on the rear wings
which I believe made the
Series I-IIIAlpines so much
more a sports car than thd later
'chopped' versions. The deal
was struck. 5600 ofhard-
earned readies passed over
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and a grey primed 1963
SunbeamAlpine Series III,
registration 7004VC, was
trailered home, plus 12 boxes
of bits I hadn't seen in my Iife
before.

The question of where to
start, in my book, is to see how
many complete sub-
assemblies you have and then
test them out. In this instance,
with the engine and gearbox
installed, I felt a trial run would
help since both would be
removed to effect the
repainting ofthe engine bay. If
any work was required it could
be done pri<ir to refitting. With
the battery connected and
ignition on, the poor starter
could barely turn the engine.
Well the man did say it had
been rebuilt. Perhaps it was
just tight. Timing etc had been
checked. We towed the Alpine
for aquarter of a mile and
dropped the clutch several
times in second before it quit

king the rear wheels and
IIied up with arasp from the
exhaust one never hears from
modern sports cars. Well, at
least it ran. The gearbox
worked, the axle was noisy and
slack, and the engine dripped
oil in profusion.

Oilproblems
By this time I had obtained

books and literature on the car
from many sources, one
customer even giving me a
brand new Rootes workshop
manual, so I knew the engine
did have its oil problems. With
today's gasket technologr,
though, I thoughtl would get
over most troubles. The only
thing that worried me wasthe
'qighly tweaked' sound the

gine emitted plus the fact
' 
that it wouldn't tick over below
1400rpm.

My firstjob was to remove
the engine and gearbox and I
proceeded to strip and respray
the engine bay. The back axle
was stripped and overhauled
except for the diffunit which I
Ieft in favour of finding a good
used replacement. The engine I
decided to strip since I had
found one ofthe head bolts
with no fewerthan seven
washers packing up its head!
Questions were answered in
minutes. The head had nearly
3/16in skimmed off it in order
to clean up the water galleries
which run close to the
combustion chamber and tend
to erode to produce a leaky
head gasket. This accounted
for the'tweaky' sound. New

pistons in used maximum
oversize bores suggested a
harder than average life
assuming two rebores at least.
Broken studs and missing bolts
in the timing cover and sump
explained the oil leaks.
Fortunately, I managed to
locate another head with
which to rebuild the engine.

Refitting it and firing itup on
the starter gave me the boostl
needed to continue, something
every restorer needs in order
notto |ose enthusiasm. Having
discovered these bodges, one
doesn't need to be an expert to
realise there may be more
horrors to uncover with the
bodywork. Sure enough, the
two new front wings rvere spot
brazed, electric welded and
fittedin situ.The front panel
was only partially tacked to the
chassis and the bonnet, when
fitted to its hinges, careered oIT
to the driver's side when I
attempted to close it. The new
pair of doors had mercilessly
been ground at the front edges
to make them clear lhe wings,
so splitting the outer skin
overlap. The fitting of lhe inner
and outer sills was perhaps the
best, though still not perfect,
and the offside rear quarter
panel, I have since found, has
not been lead loaded at the
tonneau joint. Close inspection
inside and out has revealed the
chassis and the floor section to
be remarkably original. All I
had to do was box in the rear
'U' section outriggers to
prevent mud trapping.

Ayear after work began, the
rolling shell was mechanically
complete except for the petrol
pipe fore and aft which needed
replacing.

Transfornxation
By now, it was time to start

the bodywork in earnest so I
duly trailered the still grey but
oily fingerprinted Alpine to
work, where a lot of lead filling,
flatting, painting etc in my
spare time started to
transform, little by little, a
bodge-up into a correct shell.
Atthispointl would
emphasise to anyone
undertaking such atask notto
rush to get the paint on. This is
the fatal mistake of all
amateurs. It is pointless
repainting the whole car and
then finding that the first time
the doors are shut they bounce
on the sills and knock chunks
of paint off owing to their extra
weight when fitted with glass
and trim etc. It is better to

spend a little extra time
reassembling the internals in a
repainted door and reset as
necessary prior to overall
respray. This will also allay any
dust lurking in the door shells
and shuts.

In all, the Alpine bodywork
repair process was spread over
the next 272 years, until finally
it sat in my spray bay with its
last coat ofpink undercoat
flatted, waiting for the ideal
temperature and conditions to
spray the colour coat. The
early part of September is
usually an ideal time forthis as
it is neither too hot nor too
humid. 10am saw the start of
the guide coat followed by six
double coats ofcolour at
intervals of 1 % hours. The
atmosphere in the workshop
that day was Iike that of an
operating theatre. No one
banged doors and no dust was
created by sanders etc.
Customers were even kept at
bay by whispered apologies
Iike: "TheAlpine's getting its
gloss coat," or somesuch. All
my hard preparation paid off as
the paint flowed out to a gloss
which has stood up for the 18
months since. When the
painting was finished, I
reassembled the rebuilt seats
and interior trim and all those
pleasurable tasks like the
chromework and lights Lo give
the car its finishing touches.

All in all, apart from
difficulties like obtaining
rubber mouldings and the like,
the project has been e4ioyable
and rewarding especially since
these cars are at last gaining
the recognition they deserve
and will take their place in
British motoring history.

So, five years and 600-odd
hours of work I have my
Classic British sports car,
complete with a good pedigree.
Performance is good for a
heary car although I haven't
really exploited it yet.

At present it runs on a Solex
carburettor which is incorrect
for the first Series IIIs, but I've
bought twin Zeniths and a
manifold which I'm currently
restoring. The finaljob is the
boot interior which needs a
repaint and though I've no
doubt it will be ready in time
for some sunny summer runs.
PS - On a historical note. 7004
VC was owned by Rootes for
two years which is rather a
long time by demonstrator
standards. My guess is itwas
retained for development work
(witness max oversize bores)
and possible hard early life.
However, SAOC are digging in
the records for any helpful
information. O

PS -My tr,uo chi,ldrmhatte
unJortun ate lA outg ro um th,e
occasionalrear seat! !

doors were sprayed offthe car beforefitting
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Red star

Paul Clark takes to the road in John Daaies'
immaculate , cq,sas an eue oaer

historA of this popular model
HOSE of you familiar
with the Our Cars sec-
tion of the magazine
will know Ihave some-

thing of a soft spot for Sun-
beams, so the opportunity of
driving John Davies' beautiful
Series.III Alpine was not to be
missed.

Rootes introduced the
Alpine back in 1959, when it
was billed more as a comfort-
able open tourer with sporting
characteristics rather than an
out and out sporl.s machine in
the true sense.

The car was something of an
amalgam of contemporary
Sunbeam components and had
many mechanical parts in com-
mon with the Rapier, itself
well-proven in rallying circles.
Under the bonnet was the
1494cc pushrod four-cylinder
engine from the Rapier which,
with its twin Zenith car-
burettors, developed 83.5bhp
at 5,300rpm, enough to give the
Alpine a top speed a little short
of 100mph.

If anfihing, it was the car's
looks that were the attractive
part of the package. Styling
was an in-house job by Rootes'
own Kenneth Howes and on its
introduction it certainly cut a
dash with its high finned rear
end and, more often than not,
its whitewall tlres and wire
wheels. Mainly for these
reasons it was popular in
America where such styling
traits were very much in
fashion at the time.

For 1962, the Series II cars
were introduced. These had a
bored out version of the same
engine which developed
85.5bhp from its 1,592cc engine
but performance was little
changed. Series III cars, Iike
the one pictured here, were
brought out in 1963 and,
together with the new hardtop
GT model, lasted but a year be-
fore the Series [V arrived on
the scene, restvled with a more

conservative rear end and less
'transatlantic' rear fins. An
optional Borg Warner three
speed automatic gearbox
found few takers and the car
eventually was replaced in
1965 by the Series V with its
l,725cc engine and 92.5bhp.

Attempts were made to use
the Alpine in competition but
in this respect it was always
overshadowed by the Ford V8-
engined Tiger, the brainchild of
American, Carroll Shelby, who
was already famous for his
work with the AC Cobra. The
Tiger entered production in
1965 alongside the Alpine after
approval bv Rootes and lasted
until 1967 when the company
was taken over by the Chrysler
Corporation. Somewhat sur-
prisingly, the Alpine outlasted
the Tiger, and survived until
1968.

Although without doubt a
silk purse from a sow's ear in
concept, the Alpine sold re-
markably well and, together
with the kudos of the Sunbeam
name in the mid-Sixties, pro-
vided Rootes with a much-
needed image lift.

Relatively few Series III cars
survive todav so it is particular-

ly gratifying to see the standard
of restoration that has gone
into John's car. There's no
doubt about the eye-catching
looks, ideally set off by the
stunning red paintwork. Even
though it is finished almost to
concours standards John has
no qualms about taking it out in
the rain.

We arrived at our chosen
photographic location with
smoke pouring from the
offside front wheel. I'd noticed
that John had been having
trouble keeping the speed up
on the way and sure enough
that brake assembly had seized
partially, a legacy from a
period off the road. Thankfully
the heat generated must have
been sufficient to free it off as
by the time we set off for some
drMng, the binding had gone.

The interior of the Alpine is
very neat, the dash comprehen-
sively instrumented, the seats
comfortable but perhaps most
impressive is the way the hood
is concealed behind metal
panels when folded. Most of
the controls are easily reached
and I was particularly impress-
ed by the slick gearchange
quality and smooth clutch ac-

tion. The overdrive (an option-
al extra fitted to the car) work-
ed smoothly on third and
fourth gears and gave a surpri-
singly tuss-free cruising ability.

I don't know whether the
tyres were at their correct
pressures or not or whether
there was anything wrong with
the steering but I found it ex-
tremely vague and hear,y. The
first corner we carne to nearly
had us off the road, much to
John's consternation, but I
managed to get the hang of it
after that scare and began to
enjoy the car's raspy exha'
note and pleasant gearbox.
know the Burman recirculat-
ing ball steering is not noted
for its precision, but perhaps
this was worse than average?

Having spent so much time
rebuilding the Sunbeam, John
likes to use it as often as he
can, even if it is now a little
small for the whole family. The
token rear 'seats' were out-
grown long ago and in fact
were so marginal that, for the
Series V, they were dropped.

Without doubt, the Alpine is
a slightly'different' convertible
from the Sixties. Though the
problems of corrosion have
probably dealt with more of
these cars than one cares to
think about, it is good to know
thatJohn has saved for himself
a little piece of British motr
ing history.


